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Cocoa butter equivalent (CBEs) are used in chocolate formulations, replacing part of the cocoa butter (CB). Although there is compatibility between CBEs and cocoa butter, it is important a detail study that aims to know the properties of crystallization, melting and stability of the crystals, once it modifies the quality of the chocolate.  This study intends to increase knowledge of CBEs and modify the melting and crystallization behavior of a selected CBE. Present study characterized and differentiated four CBEs and a standard CB. Analyzes used for the characterization and differentiation were free fatty acids, peroxide value, fatty acid composition, iodine value, saponification value, melting point, solid fat content by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), isothermal crystallization at 17.5 ° C by NMR, crystallization events by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), fusion events by DSC during storage in four times  at 25 ° C (T0 - 0 h, T1 – 4 h, T2 – 8h and T3 - 24h) and analysis by X-rays diffraction. It was added to CBE 0.3% tristearate sorbitan (STS) and the effect of STS addiction was evaluated by isotherms at 17.5 ° C, fusion events by DSC at four times of storage at 25 ° C (T0 - 0 h, T1 – 4 h, T2 – 8h and T3 - 24h) and analysis by X-rays diffraction. At the end of the study, three formulations of chocolates were prepared: chocolate with 12% CB, chocolate with 12% CBE and chocolate with 12% CBE and 0.3% STS. Chocolates were evaluated by plastic viscosity, shear stress, fusion event, texture (snap test) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The CB and CBEs studied were within the standards of quality and identity and fatty acids and triacylglycerols analyzed individually differed. The samples showed different behaviors melting, crystallization, stabilization and polymorphism. The use of STS caused increase of the crystallization curves at 17.5 ° C resulting in profiles most similar to the CB in two CBEs, although not changed polymorph end of the samples after equilibration. The use of 0.3% STS in chocolate increased the snap, though not verified change in plastic viscosity and fluidity limit of chocolates. Different structures were visualized in the images of SEM.
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